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In the past few years the musical industry all over the world has seen a sea change in technical
aspect of recording. The traditional studios have converted themselves in digital format, making the
recording much easier and less time consuming. This idea of reducing the difficulties has made a
way for the online websites to move one step further. The days of the stereotypes have gone. Now
we live in the digital age. The world moves on the mobile phone and the recording studios have
become online. Virtual music studio is the tool to have the similar effect in recording a song without
visiting the traditional studio. On can simply download the software to experience the magic it
unfolds. Many online sites also provide the custom music creation which helps the ones who posses
a learning mind in music. The sites allow you to experience the real-time recording techniques &
helps user to collaborate with others online.

Incredible Sounds

The virtual studios have 500 or more loops or samples. The loops and samples project a strong
powerful sound which has hardly any differences with the traditional recording studios.  The library
has a collection of more than 200 musical guitar and keyboard patches. These patches help the
musician to get the desired feeling. Sometimes well known musicians donate patches to give the
user the exact song effect.

Professional Quality

Virtual music studios are a powerful tool to get the professional sound effect. The studio sequencer
contains powerful features which enables you to make music anytime and anywhere in the world.

Features

Virtual synthesizers(simple, mono, stereo)

Virtual Drum Kit

Acoustic Piano, Church Piano

Traditional Studio Effects (Reverb, Delay, Filter, Distortion, Equalizer, compressor, tremolo)

Audio Editing Features (Pitch Shifting, Trim, loop, Solo Channel, Volume, Mute, Time Stretching)

Sequencer with more than 250 loops.

Virtual Keyboard, Master Channel, Effects Organizer.

Custom Music Creation offers the user various genres as a guideline to the world music. The users
can make the song or change the song in any of these genres.

Genres

Rock, Jazz, Blues, Reggae, Latin, Electronic, Punk, Hip-Hop, Funk, Classical, urban, contemporary,
Country and many more.
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The online music studios also help the user to share their track. But to do that the users first need to
license their songs before publishing online. Otherwise the hackers will steal your creation and the
songs will be lost forever.
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Criss Evan - About Author:
Criss Evan, Software Developer by profession is also a passionate music lover. So he has good
knowledge on a custom music creation.For more formation on a Virtual music studios , he
recommends to visitÂ a http://www.musicdealers.com/.
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